Local companies and scientists in Benin are increasing their use of earth science information to manage forests and water resources. The invasive water hyacinth plant grows aggressively in Benin and many countries in Africa, harming local activities in fishing, transportation and trade. The Beninese company Green Keeper Africa creates a business that brings jobs and environmental restoration by harvesting the water hyacinth and converting it into a product that can absorb oil-based pollution. Meanwhile scientists at the national remote sensing office are using satellite data to map mangroves and government-managed forests while reducing risks for illegal deforestation and fires.

**OUTPUTS & IMPACT**

Creation of capabilities to monitor and manage forest health, particularly of mangroves, for use by the government of Benin (SDG 15.1.1 & 15.2.1)

The National Center for Remote Sensing and Ecological Monitoring (CENATEL) in Benin contributes to government management of forests, response to forest fires and efforts toward afforestation. The US project team pursues technical exchange with CENATEL to consider options to apply methods using high resolution satellite data, machine learning and cloud-based data process to perform forest monitoring. PI Danielle Wood has joined CENATEL on several field visits.

**SDG TARGETS**

- 15.1.1 - total forest area
- 15.2.1 - sustainable forest management
- 15.8.1 – prevention and control of invasive species

**EARTH OBSERVATION DATA**

- Landsat 5 TM
- Landsat 7 ETM+
- Landsat 8 OLI
- Sentinel-2
- Planet
- Mobile and Drone Images

**PROJECT TEAM**

- Principal Investigator: Professor Danielle Wood, Director of the Space Enabled Research Group, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Co-Investigators:
  - Dr. Temilola Fatoyinbo-Agbe, Research Scientist, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
  - Dr. David Lagomasino, Research Scientist, Eastern Carolina University Faculty
  - Eric Ashcroft, Blue Raster

**KEY PARTNERS**

- Dr. Fohla Mouftaou, Green Keeper Africa
- Abel Hinson, National Center for Remote Sensing and Ecological Monitoring (CENATEL)roft, Blue Raster LLC

*Figure 1: The US-based project team has visited Benin to perform field work with Green Keeper Africa and the National Remote Sensing Office in Benin regularly since 2018. During the field visits, the team learns about the local context from the Beninese collaborators. They also collect data using interviews, drones, mobile phones and water sensors to improve the interpretation of satellite data. Credit: Wood.*
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visits of government-managed forests to learn how CENATEL already uses satellite-based earth observation data and positioning services to perform surveys and apply for management policies. Researcher Abigail Barenblitt of NASA GSFC provided CENATL with training on how to use Google Earth Engine for cloud-based analysis of satellite data. Through the project, the CENATEL teams aims to compare their standard methods for performing forest inventory with field surveys with recently available methods that apply high resolution data to train machine learning algorithms and improve the classification using medium resolution data.

**FIGURE 2.** THE PROJECT CREATES A NEW ONLINE OBSERVATORY THAT WILL BE USED BY GREEN KEEPER AFRICA TO HOST OBSERVATIONS OF WATER HYACINTH IN SOUTHERN BENIN. THE OBSERVATORY IS DESIGNED BY THE BLUE RASTER COMPANY WITH GUIDANCE FROM THE MIT TEAM TO SHOW INFORMATION FROM SATELLITES, DRONES AND IN-SITU WATER SENSORS THAT INFORM THE MANAGEMENT OF WATER HYACINTH.

**CREDIT:** WOOD & BLUE RASTER

**Creation of Environmental Observatory information system to visualize invasive water hyacinth plant presence in water sources for use by Green Keeper Africa (SDG 15.8)**

The online Environmental Observatory utilizes a combination of NASA/USGS Landsat data, drones, and water-based sensors to track the spread of the water hyacinth in Lake Nokoue, Benin. It visualizes historical and monthly changes in water hyacinth coverage and locations of harvest by Green Keeper Africa. Local scientists have shown that the varying salt levels have a major impact on the growth patterns of water hyacinth. The team is designing locally managed water sensors for salt, temperature and dissolved oxygen. Figure 2 shows a prototype of the Environmental Observatory. Graduate Research Ufoma Ovienmhada at MIT completed a doctoral thesis explaining methodologies that use satellite data to map time series change of traditional fish farming practices (*acadjas*) and water hyacinth spread. She also found evidence that the detrimental water hyacinth presence has grown since 2000 (Figure 3). Her methodologies and findings have been integrated into the Environmental Observatory.

**FIGURE 3.** ANALYSIS BY GRADUATE RESEARCHER UFUOMHA OVIENMHADA OF MIT INDICATES THAT THE SURFACE AREA ON LAKE NOKOUE COVERED BY WATER HYACINTH HAS INCREASED SINCE 2000. CREDIT: OVIENMHADA, U. (2020). EARTH OBSERVATION TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: A CASE STUDY IN BENIN. MASTERS THESIS, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. AVAILABLE ONLINE AT: HTTPS://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/127489

**PUBLICATIONS**

- Using Earth Observation Data to Inform Community Management of Invasive Plants and Traditional Fishing Practices On Lake Nokoue in Benin

**FUTURE WORK**

- After two years without field visits due to COVID, PI Wood is leading field work again in Benin in 2022
- Project outputs to be used in Benin's SDG 15 reporting
- Project team is performing a national land use/land cover classification for Benin
- The team will improve the methods for satellite and ground based observations to inform the Environmental Observatory for Green Keeper Africa